
We live in a virtual world. Well, we live in God’s authentic creation but increasingly
choose to dwell in a virtual world. How, in such an electronic age, with everyone
staring at their cellphone, do we stay connected with our spiritual community? As
Hebrews 10:25 warns, we should not stop meeting and sharing together. We should
care for one another in the real rather than solely in the virtual. The warm, familiar,
personal interactions that churches offer is one of their wonderful saving graces in
an increasingly harsh, materialistic, and technological world.

Virtual communications and information, though,
are not all bad things. The online world certainly
offers its corruptions. Humankind drags along its
sin wherever humans go. With the internet’s
onset, doomsayers predicted the corruption of
youth. The reality has probably been worse than
the predictions. Yet electronic forms and forums

just speed and ease communication. The online world is no more nor less evil than
we are evil. The internet just makes both evil and good more accessible. Churches
and other responsible institutions choose to use virtual resources for good rather
than evil. Covenant Life recognizes that virtual communications are important to
member connections. The church doesn’t want its members trading warm, personal
interactions at church for purely virtual connections. But the church realizes that
virtual communications can increase authentic in-person engagement at the church
and among members.

Covenant Life thus pursues its electronic communications to increase, not to reduce
or substitute for, active engagement. The church posts sermons on its website not so
that members and attenders can stay home but so that those who must miss a
Sunday service due to illness, travel, or incapacity can stay connected with the
teaching. Returning to church after a week’s absence shouldn’t feel like having to
get updated and reconnected. Similarly, the church shares an electronic newsletter
mid-week each week, not to substitute for the many weekday and weeknight
gatherings but instead to encourage fellowship, groups, and gatherings. The
e-newsletter shares prayer concerns not to subtitute for Sunday-morning corporate
prayers but to extend and supplement corporate prayer. And again, the church’s
family ministries, group ministries, and mission-and-outreach ministries make



frequent social-media posts, not to entertain members or to distract them from
responsibilities but instead to inform members and encourage and inspire their
participation in ministries. Those ministries use the church’s electronic management
system to email and text dozens of different audiences within the church, from
women’s, men’s, and senior groups, to middle schoolers, high schoolers, young
adults, and parents of young children.

Covenant Life’s staff constantly reviews and improves its electronic
communications, again not to entertain or distract, or to substitute for in-person
involvement, but instead to encourage and inspire full member engagement with the
body of Christ. The church now deploys new video resources and local blog and
podcast content for the same sound reason. The church is also constantly training
and supporting staff members in greater use of technology resources. Covenant Life
pursues these steps cautiously and wisely. Technology can be expensive,
unpredictable, and disruptive. It also changes quickly. The church must ensure that
the medium, virtual communication, does not become the message, a handheld
electronic idol. We instead put aside all idols to embrace the one true God in Jesus
Christ. And we embrace one another in holy communion, visiting the sick,
delivering meals, mourning with those who mourn, and laughing with those who
laugh. Yet we do so with the great convenience of electronic communications.

Consider your own use of virtual connections with the church and its members.
Many members have their own email lists, social-media friends, and messaging
groups comprised of other church members. Covenant Life prospers during the
week through these many virtual connections. The church gathers Sunday morning
and at other special times to celebrate those close connections in authentic
community, a community not of convenience or transaction but of love, celebration
of Christ, and sacrificial care. The church’s mission is to encourage one another to
take the next step with Jesus. We take those steps together, as a body with many
members, each as important as another, and each healthily dependent on others to
share the love and care of Christ. Virtual connections can be a tool in pursuing the
church’s profound mission. Like any tool, we need only to use it rightly.


